Thank you for ordering Interior Trim for your Round Top Units.

Radius Interior Trim takes special care when installing. Most radius trim changes shape as the adhesives cure. During this process the trim can sometimes move as much as 3/4". To install your radius trim correctly, begin by tacking it in the center and work your way from side to side, pulling or flexing the trim as needed to get the proper overlap of 1/2".

**SPECIAL NOTE:**

- Any unit with continuous springline will need to be spliced at the springline (where the radius and lineal meet). The only exceptions are if it is specified on Radius trim order.

- Circle and oval shape units trim will be in two (2) pieces. Interior Radius Trim for RT58 and RT59 cannot be profiled. It must be ordered as a Flat Trim Only.

* Longer arc length oak trim will be sent in two (2) pieces.

See examples below:

**Continuous**

Any unit with a continuous springline will need to be spliced at the point of springline unless specified on order.

**Quadrant**

**Non-continuous**

**Quadrant**

*NOTE: Circles and ovals will always be 2 pieces*